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Lieutenant Commander Patrick Pfanz  

 

Written by Lauren Rippey 

BACKGROUND 

Thirty-three year old Lieutenant Commander Patrick Pfanz has been interested in the military since 
his dad, an air force veteran, took him to visit air force bases when he was young. “Patrick never 
seemed to get tired of listening to old war stories,” said his father, John Pfanz. 

Today Patrick is out making memories of his own. 

Born in Kalamazoo, Michigan, Pfanz grew up in Texas and chose to attend Texas A&M University 
after graduating in the top 10 percent of his class in high school. In college he was a member of the 
Corp of Cadets, the Navy ROTC and worked in the Nuclear Engineering department. 

When he graduated in 1994 with a degree in Nuclear Engineering, Pfanz was commissioned an 
Ensign and received the Distinguished Navy ROTC Award for his achievements. From there, he 
was selected for the Navy's Nuclear Submarine program. 

CURRENTLY 
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Understandably, the Navy has a very tight security policy concerning submarines. Family members 
say they do not know when Patrick is scheduled to leave, where he will be heading, what his 
mission will be or even when he is scheduled to return. 

But according to his wife Leslie, their family has received word that Patrick will be returning soon 
from his six-month deployment aboard the submarine USS Alexandria SSN 757. The tour he is on 
is considered his “Department Head” tour, but his official job title is Combat Systems Officer, or 
WEPS (weapons officer). 

Pfanz's work involves standing as the senior watch officer of the boat and engineering officer of the 
watch, which give him a level of responsibility that his thrives on. Pfanz is also in charge of the fire 
control systems onboard the submarine. 

Although his destinations are top secret, Pfanz has had the opportunity to make a scientific 
expedition to the North Pole and even called home from the naval station in Rota, Spain, this 
Thanksgiving.  

FAMILY 

The son of John and Anne Pfanz, Patrick has one of the most supportive families a serviceman 
could ask for. In 1999, Pfanz took his dad on a Navy Tiger Cruise aboard the USS Hawkbill, an 
experience his dad said he is forever proud of. Pfanz also has a younger brother, André, who is a 
database designer and internet developer. While Patrick focuses his attention below the seas, 
André is an amateur astronomer who avidly follows NASA space missions. 

Pfanz met and married his wife Leslie while he was stationed in Orlando for the Navy's Nuclear 
Power School. “We have a whirlwind romance that hasn't stopped yet,” Leslie said. And according 
to Patrick's father, Leslie is a wonderful mother and an outstanding Navy wife. 

Patrick and Leslie have two young girls, six-year-old Rachael and five-year-old Chloe. Both girls 
enjoy school and they have two cats and a dog. 

While overseas, Pfanz can only receive mail when they have a scheduled mail drop, but he does 
his best to keep in touch and his family says the telephone connections have been exceptional. 

FREE TIME/HOBBIES: 

Unfortunately, Pfanz's free time is very limited by his job. “When he is home from work he spends 
as much time as possible with me and our children,” Leslie said. “We go to the movies, bowling and 
restaurants or just spend time at home outside with the kids. This may sound simplistic to some, 
but we do as much as we can as a family.” 

FUTURE PLANS: 

So far, Pfanz has been in the Navy for almost ten years, and according to Leslie, he intends to stay 
in for another ten before retiring. “Once he retires, he would like for the two of us to be able to work 
together somehow,” Leslie said. After so much time apart – this would be a well-deserved change. 

“He puts his heart into everything he does without hesitation,” she said. “I have always admired his 
integrity, ambition and abilities. I couldn't have asked for a better husband and father for our girls.”  
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Patrick's wife Leslie Pfanz with their two children, six-year-old Rachael  

and five-year-old Chloe.  

 

LCDR Patrick Pfanz on a scientific mission to the North Pole.  
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